The Stargate Studios Group has helped bring to
life some of the most iconic ﬁlms and television
series.
The Walking Dead, Grey’s Anatomy, Run, Our
Flag Means Death, Solos, E.R., Parks and
Recreation, 24, BlacKKKlansman are just some of
the titles that Stargate has had the privilege of
working on.

STARGATE STUDIOS GROUP

Founded in 2012, the Malta-based studio (Stargate Studios Malta) has since supplied high-end visual effects to successful
projects like Treadstone, Umbre, Devils, Leonardo, You Me and the Apocalypse and many more, whereas its content department
handles all aspects of prep, production and post-production for its diverse local and international client portfolio.
Whilst enjoying constant support from its sister studios around the globe, the thriving studio at the heart of the Mediterranean
has geared itself to bring an effective and successful North American workﬂow to European markets.
-

English-speaking facility.
State of the art VFX and Production facility.
40% Cash Rebate on VFX and Production Services carried out in Malta.

STARGATE STUDIOS MALTA

The VFX department at Stargate Studios Malta is split into
Production, Editorial, 2D, CG and Tech. The current artist
capacity of the studio is as follows:
x3 Supervisors (also includes on-set Supervisors)
x12 Compositors
x3 CG Generalists
x12 Dedicated team to CG/FX (based remotely)
x2 DMP Artists
x1 Animator
x1 Matchmove
x3 Editorial and I/O
x2 Pipeline Development
x2 Game Engine Specialists
The physical studio space was designed with scalability in
mind, allowing for additional workforce to be added should
the need arise.
Stargate Studios Malta uses Autodesk Shotgrid as its shot
management system, with dedicated render power for full
local storage of data. We also have a remote work policy in
place to allow additional artists to connect to our system via a
dedicated telework set-up.
STUDIO CAPACITY

Stargate Studios Malta’s new premises enjoys an 850sqm footprint
and has been carefully designed to cater for the varying needs of
independent ﬁlm-makers and international ﬁlm productions alike. The
studio offers several state-of-the-art audio-visual amenities that
include:
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●
●
●
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A 50-Seat Screening Theatre, complete with a calibrated Sony
4K Laser Projector, 7.1 Surround Sound and a Da Vinci Resolve
Colour Grading suite.
A Shooting Stage complete with in-house RED Cine Cameras
and High Speed Camera.
Car Driving Rigs & LiDAR Scanner for plate acquisition
An Audio Mixing Room with a dedicated Recording Booth.
High-Performance Edit Suites, preloaded with the complete
Adobe Creative Cloud Suite, colour precision monitors.
Production ofﬁces with a customisable layout.
All areas are equipped with Direct High-speed Internet Access,
Wi-Fi, independent climate control and ﬂexible layout
conﬁgurations.

In addition to its facilities, Stargate Studios Malta is home to a Content
Department with a team of experienced and creative professionals that
work in production and development. This helps foster an environment
teeming with artistry, skill and passion, that often provides guests and
clients with holistic guidance and solutions in a number of creative
disciplines.

MALTA FACILITY

Stargate Studios Malta is a 'Trusted Partner Network' assessed
facility.
The TPN establishes a single benchmark of minimum security
preparedness for all vendors and their teams, wherever they work,
and whatever their specialty. By creating a single, global directory
of “trusted partner” vendors, content companies will have access
to a centralized database to learn their TPN status. The TPN
program seeks to raise security awareness, preparedness, and
capabilities within our industry.

MALTA FACILITY SECURITY

PAST PROJECTS

The Government of Malta has recently upgraded the cash
rebates for ﬁlmmakers making the ﬁnancial guidelines
more attractive to the ﬁlm industry. Productions can
beneﬁt from a cash rebate of up to 40%. Unlike a tax
rebate, this initiative will give producers up to 40% back
on all eligible spend and wire the money directly to the
production company once the work has been concluded
and paperwork ﬁnalised.
Stargate Studios Malta will facilitate production
companies in applying for the cash rebate on any VFX
work done at our studio. We've streamlined the process
to expedite the application by creating a secure online
form to compile all the relevant data needed. Feature
ﬁlm, Television ﬁlm or Television Series or Mini-Series,
Animation, Creative documentary, Transmedia and
Cross-media productions are all eligible for the
incentives, provided that there is a minimum spend of
€100,000 in Malta.
www.stargatestudios.com.mt/rebate

MALTA FILM COMMISSION CASH REBATE

The Stargate Studios ofﬁce in Los Angeles has
developed a Virtual Production tool called ThruView,
which is an integrated system of kinetic lighting,
mobile outside-in tracking, high-speed playback,
maximum resolution LED screens, high frequency, and
a cutting-edge camera system built around the need
for productions to shoot their projects within a
contained sound stage.
This Virtual Production system coupled with Stargate
Studio’s years of experience shooting photographic
elements for its projects, makes it best suited to create
stunning visuals at a cost-effective price point.

VIRTUAL PRODUCTION

Click on the image to view
our latest VFX Reels

CLIENT BASE

